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The purpose of this note is to present an example of a nonmodular

topological lattice which is compact and connected. The question of

the existence of such a lattice was raised by Professor A. D. Wallace

in a communication to me concerning his researches in topological

lattices. The example will be a compact, connected portion of three

space in its metric topology.

Let L= {(x,y, z)£P3|0^xgl, Ogy^l, and Ogzgx(l-y)} and

define the relation ^ on L such that (xi, yi, Zi) ̂  (x2, y¡, z2) if and only

if (1) xi^x2, (2) yi^y2, and (3) Zi-r-Xiyi^Z2-r-x2y2- Clearly ^ is a par-

tial order on L and L is a compact, connected portion of Rz in its

metric topology.

For (xi, yi, Zi) and (x2, yi, z2) define ai=XiWx2, fa=yiVJy2, and

ci= [U¿=i,2 (Zj+x¿y¿ —aiôi)]U0 where \J is the lattice operation maxi-

mum on the real line under the natural order. Clearly O^ai^l and

O^ôigl. Since z¿^x¿(l — y,-) = x¿ —xtyi, z»+Xiy¿áx<gai. Thus

Zi+x¿yi—ai&i^ai—ai&i = ai(l—èi). Clearly 0^ai(l— bi), thus Oáci

= [U¿=i,2 (Zi+Xiyi — aiôi)]WO^ai(l— fa) and (au fa, Ci)QL. Clearly

(ai, fa, Ci) is an upper bound of (xi, yi, zx) and (x2, y2, z2). If (u, v, w) QL

is another upper bound, then w^x¿, v^yit and w+uv^Zi+Xiyi for

each i. Immediately u^ai, v^fa, w-r-uv^O+aifa, and w-\-uv

^(z¿+Xíy<—ai&i)+ai&i. Thus u¡zai, v^bi, and w+uv^ci+aifa; and

(ai, fa, Ci) is the least upper bound of (xi, yi, Zi) and (x2, y2, z2).

Similarly for (xi, yx, Zi) and (x2, y2, z2) define a2 = xinx2, b2 = yiC\y2

and c2= [n¿=i,2 (zi+Xiyi — a2b2)]r\[a2(l —fa)] where P\ is the lattice

operation minimum on the real line under the natural order. Clearly

0^a2^l and O^fa^i. Since z.èO, x¿ea2^0, and y^fa^Q; then
z+Xiyi— a2b2^0. Clearly a2(l — b2)^0, thus

«2(1 — fa) ^ c2 = [ n (zi + Xiyt — a2b2)] C\ [a2(l — fa)\ ^ 0
i=«',2

and (a2, b2, c2)QL. Clearly (a2, b2, c2) is a lower bound of (xi, y\, Zi)

and (x2, y2, z2). If (u, v, w)QL is another lower bound, then u^xit

v^yu and w-|-w^áz.-+x¿y¿ for each i.  Immediately wû.a2, v^fa,
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w-\-uv^u(\ — v)+uv = u^a2 = a2(l — b2)+a2b2, and wJruv^(zi-srXiyi

—a2b2)+a2b2. Thus u^a2, v^b2, and w+uv^c2+a2b2, and (a2, b2, c2)

is the greatest lower bound of (xi, yit Zi) and (x2, y2, z2).

Hence, under the partial order a, L is a lattice with (xi, yu Zi)

KJ(x2, y2, z2) = (ai, bi, ci) and (xu yu Zi)n(x2, y2, z2) = (a2, b2, c2). It is

clear that the functions W and P\ from LXL to L are continuous

functions in the metric topology, and that (L, ^) is a topological

lattice in this topology.

It remains to show that this lattice is not modular. Denote

a=(0, 1, 0), ß=(l, 0, 0), 7=(1, 0, 1), 0 = (0, 0, 0), and 7-(l, 1, 0).
Then clearly ß<y, and the trivial computations imply that ai^ß

= aí~\y = 0 and aVJß = a[Uy = I. Thus 0, a, ß, y, I constitute a non-

modular five lattice and L is not modular.
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